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Why The Sudden Interest in GradeSchool philosophy?

Throughout its entire history, philosophy has been thought of as

a course exclusively for adults. Indeed, until a few decades ago, the

question was not whether to introduce it to the pre-college student,

but whether it might not be well to restrict it solely to students in

the later years of college. There is little doubt that the bulk of

philosophers thought of their subject as an exclusive one, which could

not be made available to the masses of adults, or even to the masses

of ccllege students, to say nothing' of there- college population. It

was assumed that philosophy was a subject for which a fairly high de-

gree of motivation and intellectual ability were pre-requisites. And

since philosophers themselves were convinced that their subject was un-

teachable to children, it never occurred to the general public to criti-

cize the lack of a philosophy component in the elementary school curri-

culum.

But while philosophy in general could be considered, without a

single dissenting voice, to be alien to the elementary school curri-

culum, the exclusion of two particular areas of philosophy has long

caused uneasiness in sore quarters. These two areas are logic and

ethics.

Classical education, both in the ancient and in the medieval worlds,

0

had always included formal logic as a basic ingredient, but that ingre-

dient had long ago been abandoned in the organization of the modern edu-

cational curriculum. The history of psychological experimentation in

the twentieth century would probably reveal dozens of experiments at-

tempting to ascertain the feasibility of teaching formal logic to
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children, and while the results have often been positive, educators

have understandably responded with indifference: why bring one more

obnoxious subject into the curriculum,when students are already repelled

by what ttey are presently being given? One cannot fault the educators'

objection: there was little reason to believe that, the syllogism was

anything but a sterile and empty formula. Students' needs could be bet-

ter served by developing the "critical thinking" pert on of the language

arts program. (Little did most educators realize that "critical think-

ing" and "critical reading" were rather haphazard simplifications of what

had long been taught on the college level as "informal logic."?

But many educators continued to be unhappy about the slovenly rea-

soning habits of many elementary school students--the Inability to draw

inferences which seemed to adults to be utterly obvious; the reckless

jumping to conclusions; the insensitivity to the fallacies inherent in

crass appeals to bigotry, ambition, and the need for af:!ectibn; and the

assumption'that if everyone has a right to an opinion, every op.':_nion

must be equally right.

Meanwhile, an anxiety continued to percolate in the PTA's and

among portions of the educational cadres, to the effect that the schools

had an obligation to introduce students to what was traditionally called

"ethics." It was felt that the decline of parental authority and the

questioning of religious authority had to be compensated for by means

of increased efforts on the part of the schools to make students aware

of "moral values." The avenue in some schools lay in giving children

courses in the history of ethical theory (an approach which doubtless

helped many children catch up on the sleep they had lost while engaged

in television watching or other pursuits.) In other schools, it was

of10'11
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thought necessary to develop courses in "derision-making," on the ap-

parent assumpticn that children need to be more decisive. (One theule

that runs through most adult thinking about children Is that children's

problems are simpler than adult problems, and therefore it should be

easier for children to be decisive. Most adults do not seem to ac-

knowledge that children's problems--about who they are, about what hap-

pens to them, when they die, about why they have to de what we make them

do, about what their minds are and what their boeies are--happen to be

pretty much the same as adult problems, and no less complex or trouble-

some. Using our handy double-standard, we assume that an adult who

hesitates to make a choice is morally sensitive, while a child who

hesitates is thought to be morally irresponsible.) Still other schools

have adopted techniques claiming to "clarify values" rather than impose

them. Children are encouraged to "get their values out on the table,"

although it is quite unclear what they are to do once the 'Values" are

produced, with the result that such a course may well be more productive

of moral relativism than of moral objectivity. Values, after all, are

What we want after reflection, analysis, and inquiry, not just what we

happen to desire at any particular moment. Such reflection and analysis

would have to be philosophical in character, but the philosophical com-

ponent in such courses is notoriously deficient. The result, all too

often, is that this type of course ends up by being either relativistic,

nihilistic, or subtly reflective of the teacher's own value- system.

In brief, a society apprehensive about the amorality of its

younger generation Is increasingly turning to the schools to provide nn

ethics component to the educational process. But such a component

sivnly (.-annot bt providtJ if It h.): 1,o on do(lchod from the r,o11,1:11
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process of philosophical reflection. Ethical thinking is impossible

unless it is understood as philosophical thinkins; applied to moral

problems or situations. attics is not a self-contained discipline.

To apply it requires: the bringing to bear of the entire body of

philosophical techniques upon the issue at hand. It requires, above

all, unconditional respect for the process of inquiry and anaIysis)al-

lowing the process to dictate the product (the decision), rather than

permitting the hot pursuit of the decision (as in "decision - making"

courses) to permit neglect of the preparatory process of reflection.

The most subtle depreciation of the child's ability to think for

himself on metaphysical, aesthetic, ethical and other matters is im-

plicit in the approach which claims that such thinking is inevitably

slated to proceed by "stages of growth," so that at each stage a child

formulates llsues in a manner characteristic of that stage, and the

teacher can do no more than encourage him to adopt the stance of the

.slAr
next higher-upp,on the scale. This is an echo of nineteenth-century

notions about the differences between "primitive" and "civilized"

mentalities as well as of the conception that an individual's moral

ideas are simply a reflection of his "class- situation." In its con-

descending way, this approach disparages the child's ability, on any

level, to size up the peculiarities of the situation he is in and come

to an appropriate and reasonable conclusion, regardless of the "level"

.

at which he' is supposed to think. It disparages the child's moral
.., . . 0

responsibility and creativity, and confuses the social development

of the child (to which standards of lyst!.ce are applicable) with the

moral awareness of the child (to which ethical standards lit. appl i-

cable) . In hrjcf, such an approach is ba.qed upou

,
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credentials as unsound as its 'scientific" credentials, and there Is

ample justification for questioni ng its claim to represent an authentic

instance of philosophy on the elementary school level.

Perhaps the first hint of a changed attitude towards the pos-

sibility of the introduction of philosophy into the elementary school

curriculum is to be found in Dewey's suggestion that philosophy can be

taken to be the general theory of education. The notion is undoubtedly

obscure, but it can be interpreted fruitfully to mean that, at every

stage of the educational process, the methodology of philosophy--with

its stress on dialogue, impartiality and comprehensiveness--should be

the integrating and binding force of the curriculum.

But Dewey's suggestion went as unheeded among educational theo-

rists as among philosophers in general. When, in 1958, the American

Philosolnical Association set up a committee to report on philosophy

before the college level, its expectations were that this could only

mean philosophy as a high-school enrichment program--and the report

fulfilled those expectations. It said virtually nothing about ele-

mentary school philosophy. A few voices murmured in the wilderness,

but as they had no programs to offer, only hopes and wishes and rec-

ommendations, it is not surprising that they were paid little atten-

tion.

In the intervening years, however, another factor came to be an

Indirect, but nonetheless an important consideration:, the matter of

teaching jobs in philosophy. As long as philosophy was thought to be

a subject restricted to the college years, and as long as philosophy

was a subject oni: could do nothing with (as far as jobs were eon-
.

cerned) othor thIn to todch it, then tho,:lr who onroliod
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atudents in philosophy could set, their sights on nothing else, upon

k
graduation, then a career at the college or university level. As-

piration for positions at lower educational levels had to be con-

sidered absurd: virtually no states offered certification for high

school teaching of philosophy, and certainly none at all countenanced

its teaching in the elementary schr on a certified basis. But the

secret of the intrinsic delight of ,.caching Philosophy was difficult

to conceal; students continued to register for graduate school train-

ing in philosophy, despite the paucity of college positions. At the

present time, there are about 10 qualified job applicants in philoso-

phy for every position, and the desolation and despair among those ap-

plicants is difficult to encounter without being moved by the virtual

hopelessness of their plight, given their aspirations.

In brief, then, philosophy has for a long time been a field which

has been cultivated by a Mandarin-like elite. 141111.e virtually all

zither subjects were moving down from the college level into the sec-

ondary and elementary-schools (e.g., mathematics, anthropology, foreign

languages, economics, etc .), philosophers ignored the trend and yet, at

the same time, continued to wring their hands about the difficulty of

finding jobs for their would-be colleagues- -which is to say that they

behaved in a way that was essentially self-contradictory. It was

only when they saw the economic implications of elementary school

philosophy that many of them _began to countenance 1.; as a desirable

innovation.

But elsewhere, the need for philosophy in terms of its edu-

cational Merits alone was being felt, although it. could not k

ide-rified. Pducten: 1,1c,d wi rh incredible fi.Awnii,t!iotl ot



the contlimporary elementary svhool curriculum longed for ; central

discipline, a central methotIology which would impart a sense of com-

mon inquiry to all branches of learning and a sense of partiripntion

to all members of the school community. There was a need for dialogue,

but no one thought to Identify philosophy as the provider of dialogue,

as the unifying methodological discipline, as the needed agency of com-

munity, Lacking any initiative from philospphers, elementary school

educators looked elsewhere for salvation. Such salvation, they were

told from one quarter, would come from the three R's: as though, when

the spirit fails, the letter alone might be the source of life. On

the other band, salvation was promised from the three X's: existen-

tillism, sense experience, and ecstasy. Confronted with such frag-

rentization and polarization, it was little wonder that many edu-

cators were subject to a sense of vertigo and recurrent feelings of

unreality.

It was not only a failure of communication among the various

segments of the educational community that caused the unwillingness

to investigate the potentialf.ties of philosophy as an elementary

school subject. It was also the deep-seated suspicion of philosophy

as corrosive of established beliefs, as productive of nothing more

than scepticism and relativism. The ideal is everywhere professed

that we are a nation in which people think for themselves. Now ns

.

a general rule adulti think for ehemselves only ff they' have de-.

veloped the habit of doing so from earliest childhood on. But as a

society, we do not really want to see children thinking for them-

selves. So the contradiction romins between what we procLie TO-

gnrdillg aildron ar,d what wt' proloss Aduit8. (or rathor,

ot)oi,)9
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the consistency remains between the children whom we refuse to permit

Intellectual independence and the intellectually dependent adults they

grow up to be.) An electorate that elected and re-elected the white-

collar hoodlums who brought down upon the nation its most retent disas-

ter can hardly take a prize for fearless, astute and independent in-

tellectual judgment.

When
Dig2()r)21.2y*hilosotdElementa'Sc/iBecome Feasible?

Possibly there have always been individuals who dreamed of a day

when philosophy would be taught in the elementary schools, and who even

went so far as to drop a word here and there that such a state of af-

fairs would be desirable. But there is as much in common between such

hoping and its implementation as there is between gazing in wonder at

the stars and the science of astronomy.

But, it will be objected, there have always been teachersout-

standing teachers, to be sure--who, in their classroom discussions,

penetrated the arcane of society in their discussions with their pu-

pils. There have always bean teachers who have conducted genuinely

philosophicaldialogues with children of all ages; and there have

been parents who have done the same. So surely, philosophy for

children is nothing new.

It must be acknowledged that there is a great deal of truth

in the contention just presented. There have always been brilliant

teachers, many of them quite chaiismatic, who have awed and fas-

cinated us with their power of evoking superlative intellectual and

creative performances from their young charges. We read Herndon and

Kohl and Kt zol and others, and we are moved to share joyously in the

tlwir achicvvments in the clasrroom. n4k
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or ourselves, how they did itwhat was their method (for how can ue

discipline ourselves to be like them if we cannot discern their methud)--

they are mute, and so are we. No doubt they are beautiful people, but

the millions of youngsters who come into the world every year cannot

reasonably expect hundreds of thousands of beautiful people to be

available to teach them. They'll be luckyif they can expect just a

t
handful. tWtc.4/ OtAwk-tetosta, ,dter:

Philosophy in the literary vehicle of the aphorism or the poem

begins with the pre-Socratics, and philosophy as an art of dialogue

may have begun with Socrates himself. But philosophy as a subject

for study in the schools had to wait upon the Dialogues of Plato.

In the area of philosophy for children, it can likewise be said that

it begins as an educational subject only whin it develops a special

genre of literature of its own: the philosophical children's story..

A word of caution must be expressed at this point. There are

those philosophers today who make a point of the fact that certain

incidents in existing children's literature can be used to illustrate

certain interests faihionable among professional philosophers. For

example, it is pointed out that the Tin Woodman in The Wizard of Oz,

being composed of totally new parts, mutt have had an "identity

problem." Surely it is a rare child to whom such an esoteric thoLght

would occur, and surely it is a feckless teacher who would take the

trouble to point at an)i\iength to-Childrtn who hadn't'

thought of it themselves. (It might well be added that the teacher

--Who uses children's literature to point up an esoteric issue proper

to adult philosophy is no better than the clergyman who tears a novel

or senr, or poem to tatters in an effort to extract from it sl rq:n&lv

morninF, moral; both sell their soul l for a pot of message.)

00011
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A genuinely philosophical dilldren's literature, therefore, must

be created. We caainot expect to find It ready-made, and we cannot

desecrate the literature that exists by ripping its themes out of con-

text and treating them as philosophical concepts. But a literature can

be constructed which lends itself precisely to this purpose.

Such a genre would be unprecedented--not the novel forced to be a

text, but the text taking the form of a novel. For in effect, this sug-

gests a revolution of enormous scope, in which the traditional didactic

text would be replaced by a literary text that would be intrinsically

enjoyable, intrinsically meaningful, and intrinsically valuable to the

Child. Instead of the text so inherently unattractive that its only

justification could be--like bad-tasting medicine--its healthful re-

sults, one might begin to see ahead to the day when children's texts

would be as delightful as they were instructive. Indeed, their beauty

itself would be informative, and their informational content itself

would be so organized and presented as to be a delight.

If such a literature could indeed be created, it would represent

an end-run around the educational establishment. In fact, the intro-

duction of philosophy into the elementary school curriculum has been

accomplished by a series of such end-runs. Ant the first step had to

be the construction of a written instance of philosophy for children.

Such a book would serve a mart/fold of purposes. it would act

as a model of dialogue. (If we sometimes wonder at how inept chil-

dren are at conversation, we might pause to ask ourselves what models

they have of children's conversation, equivalent to the models adults

have of adult conversation.) lt would act as a springboard for dis-

cnvory processys. (Mut is, it wouid hint at idoas which conl,! 1.c

olaboratA on and developed into substantial philosophical coucepi,;.)
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It would enable the child to learn the difference between logical

and illogical thinking in a relatively painless fashion. (It would

also try to indicate to him the occasions to which logical thought

is appropriate, and those to which illogical thought might be pre-

ferable.)

Perhaps such books existed before larrStoefineierisDis-

Fovery, but If so, their existence has been most cleverly concealed,

and it would be valuable to find out more about them. In the mean-

time, have only Harry.

What Has Been the Role of Research?

Before discussing the role vhich research has played in deter-

mining the suitability of philosophy for the elementary school cur-

riculum, it may be well to mention the traditional prevalence of

hostility among many practitioners of the humanities towards ex-

perimental research in those areas. The suspicion has generally-been

that efficiency-minded administrators, eager to cut costs by cutting

faculty, would be tempted to slash away at those fields that could not

justify their existence by pointing to empirical evidence as to their

efficacy. These misgivings hLve not, of course, been unfounded: ob-

viously there have been college administrators who have looked askance

at fields whose only claim to curricular inclusion seemed to be that

they had always been.sp4nt,luded.More_importantly, the - quality of

educational research has generally been so abyssmally low that one

could not help questioning either the motives or the intelligence of

an administrator who would look to sw41 research for guidance and

direction. The assumption persists. therefore, that r*.oArcht-Ts who

sec!, to Etntly th Impact of traditionA humanistic subjQcts upon Ow

00
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student population are up to no good--and obvicusly-this assumption

includes philosophy in its purview.

But a counter-suspicion persists (the academic community is ob-

viously rife with suspicions) that if a courx of study makes a dif-

ference in a student's life, that difference ought somehow to be meas-

urable. And if the difference it makes can't be discovered, maybe the

course of study doesn't really offer the student any benefits he can't

equally well acquire in other ways. As William James would say, there

are no significant differences among things that don't make significant

differences. It is this notion that un&rlay the recourse to experi-

mentation with philosophy as a possible course of study in the elemen-

tary school.

It has alreidy been indicated that experiments have not infre-

quently been carried on to determine the suitability of logic for chit. --

dren. But the logic presented has almost always been in a Context de-

void of meaningfulness to the child. Logicians, proud of the fact that

'their discipline applies to meaningless as well as to significant state-

ments, seem to have an occupational preference for examples that are

humorous, absurd or trivial, on the assumption that students can only

be distracted or disturbed by more serious materials. The opposite

is more likely to be the case: one substantial reason that logic seems

so idiotic to most students is that it is presented so often as apply-

ing to idiotic situations rather than to any prol;lems that genuinely

touch upon their lives.

. .

Logic is, no doubt,.the disciplinary skeleton of philosophy, but

ideas are its flesh and blood. An experiment with philosophy as a

subject mu:A to both aspecis--1:vic and kiln;-- into ocyount.

000J.4
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Is what the pilot project of 1970 in the Rand School in Montclair seemed

to indicate: a philosophy course might be able to make a broad, signifi-

cant and lasting improvement in children's Lynerrq academic perfommthce.

What was now needed was replication of that experiment on a large scale,

and using teachers without previous philosophical training. Such an ex-

periment is now under way, in New Jersey and in Texas. If it proves suc-

cessful, another end-run around existing assumptions will have taken place.

The Current Situation

Some of the foregoing remarks may seem to be negative, in the sense

that they represent a critique of those who in the past have failed t

make use of the obvious potentials whiCh philosophy has always possessed

for the organization of childhood education, and of those who now claim

(with little supporting evidence) to be doing so today. Let us take

stock of what is going on today, in the sense of the constructive utili-

zation of philosophy for pedagogical purposes.

It may be well to note that such utilization can take several forms:

philosophy can be appropriated as a subject-area, and transformed, by

simplification, into an elementary school subject, to be inserted into

the curriculum along with other subjects such as arithmetic, reading,

spelling, and so on. Or, philosophy can be seen as an ideal way of or-

ganizing the somehat chaotic field now known as "language arts," so as

to encompass all forms of thoughtful and creative expression. Or, fi-
,

naliy acid most ambitiously; philosophy may be taken as the central me'ih-
,

pdology or armature around which all subjects can be organized,-in that,

it provides' the model 'of discovery and participation ,that can be uti-

lized by any teacher for any subject. In this sense, philosophy for

children is not just another pedagogical technique, liky Montvr;:ori

or value clarification, or bOdy language, but is n fundamental disci-

p00..5
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which colvot plue into any of those others, but 'which allews any

I t 3 hers to p .o to it .

In the light of the foregoing rkmarks, it should be 'evident that

the mere dicusssion by children of, mors/ issues (i.e., a "bull-session"

about values) is not, ipso facto, philosophy, not even if that discus-
.

sion is conducted :under the guidance ,of an impartial adult:: .0n, the.-

other hand, an elementary school course in philosophical thinking about

all sorts of issuesaesthetic, metaphysical, economic, religious, po-

litical, or whateveris sipso,facto a course in elementary ethics, in

that its practical effect is to improve the child's sensitivity to the

complexity of human experience, to the understanding of his own per-

spective upon events, to the value of appreciating other people and

their points of view, and to realization of his own powers of logical

and innovative thought, all of which discoveries are discoveries simul-

taneously of the prerequisites of being a moral individuaL

Moreover, philosophy for children can only be the encouragement

among children of philosophical thinking. In no way is it realistic

to conceive of elementary school philosophy as the transmission to chil-

dren of information about philosophy--such as that Kant was a German

Idealist or that Plato was a Greek who wrote The Republic. To think

that one is teaching a child philosophy merely by informing him of

certain facts about the subject is to caricature the very nature of

philosophy for children. Furthermore, the encouragement of philosoph-

ical thinking among children should not aspire to the creation of child-

philosophers, or even of children who are precociously wise. Any child,

whatever the acuteness of his intellectual powers, can benefit from

philosophical discussions, because the problems of life are his problems

as much as anyone else's, and any child, like any adult, can benefit
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If the above-mentlent,d criteria are taken to be the crituriii for the

breakthrough of philosophy into the.elementary school curriculum, then

the key factors in that breakthrough have been (1) the writing of the

first work-in children's philosophy, (2)- the establishment of the first

institute dealing with children's philosophy,, and (3) the conducting of

largerscale research into the actual impact of philosophy upon chil-

ren'A thought-processes, creativity and social development. These

will be discussed in turn.

1. To date, Harry Stottlemeier's Discovery is the only book

specifically designed to introduce children to philosophy. Written

in 1969, it is in the form of a novel dealing with children who are

roughly eleven or twelve years of age, and who are beginning to be in-

terested in thei- own thought processes. (They are not particularly

interested, it should be noted, in their own psychological or physio-

logical processes insofar as these are the conditions of thinkingt

they never refer, for example, to cutaway diagrams of the human brain,

or to sibling rivalry, or after-imagery. Nor is this any great loss.

The average layman can understand human thought processes by examining

brain diagrams about as well as a child can understand erotic love by

examining cutaway diagrams of human genitalia.)

The book consists of seventeen chapters, in some of which the

Children are to be found discovering some of the more general prin-

ciples of human reasoning and inference, and in some of which they ap-

ply their discoveries'to conversations about education, the creation of

the world, the nature of the mind, the difference between reasons and

causes, the child's obligations to 'adult authority, treating people as
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thincs rather than as human hein);s, and AO on. Adults piny n relativ-

.!! rolv in thv ,nd t1,4' vo,AbnLiry in wliMi au, be, , 8

written is roue,hly on thv fourth-r.rnde ivvel. Philosophic tvrms and

distinctions arc virtually never used, end nowhere, the, book do ;,the

children ever cone to realize that they are engaged in philosophy or

logic!

The value of a text for encouraging philosophical thinking is

certainly enormous. Without such a text, the burden of introducing

philosophical topics and focusing upon them is placed squarely upon

the shoulders of the teacher. Since the college teacher of philosophy,

with all of his experience, is rarely willing to confront his class

without the mediation of a philosophic text to discuss, it is un-

reasonable to expect an elementary school teacher to be any different.

In time, of course, there will be other works in philosophy for chil-

dren, in addition to Harry Stottlemeier's Discovery. But is is un-

likely that philosophy for children will flourish without reliance

upon some such vehicle.

2. - The Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for chil-

dren was founded in 1974, under the auspices of Montclair State College,

in an effort to develop in a more efficient way the programs which were

already in progress on the Montclair State campus, and which had re-

ceived national recovition. Aided by several grants, the Institute

has been able to accelerate work on its various projects:

a. Publication of its materials. Tired of hearing from com-

mercial publishers that "there is no market for this kind of product,"

the Institute has begun to publish on its own, and has already pro-

duced two works; Harry, and an explanation the teacher of the goals,

II
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objectives and methods of teaching children philosophy. In effect,

this represents another end-run around an otherwise very formidable

obstacle. (The Institute is now readying its first Teacher's Manual

for publication.)

b. Development of additional curricula. The InWtute Is pre-

sently organizing a staff for the preparation of three additional pro-

grams. The project will take approximately three years, but when com-

pleted, it will be possible to offer interested schools a continuous

philosophy curriculum from kindergarten through eighth grade. It is

hoped that, if reading materials of sufficient liveliness and depth

can be developed, children might be able to accord such written ma-

terials an unusual degree of interested attention. And if they find

such materials consistently meaningful, it might even convert such

children to reading; Perhaps even to school!

c. The Institute as an information center. Public curiosity

about children's philosophy has to date been consistently sympathetic,

but rather bewildered as to "how it's done." Obviously a great deal

of explaining is necessary, and to expedite matters, the Institute is

preparing a demonstration film showing classes

workshops, and a dramatization of a portion of

Such a presentation, it is hoped, will provide

in session, teacher

the children's novel.

a more vivid realization

of what is involved than an exclusively narrative approach.
" ,

d. tfie training of teachers. Obviously it is not possible to
A

wait until existing teacher colleges reorient. themselves and begin

training thifr studentstO teach philosophy on the elementary school

level. The only alternative that seems feasible, therefore, is to

conduct SUMWCY work [shops in which tedchers rin acquire the skilit; to

teach philosophy ln a manner appropriate to the educational level of

,
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their pupils. The first such summer workshop will by held at Montclair

State College in the summer of 1975. It will be a model, it Is hoped,

for a network of such workshops to be held in future years throuybout

the country.

3. Most important, the Institute is engaged in a research pro-

ject of considerable scope, aimed at determining the effects of intro-

ducing philosophy into a public-school system, where it is taught by

teachers generally unfaniliar with philosophy and unacquainted with

logical theory. The project, six months in the planning stage, and

almost a year in the testing and classroom teaching stage, is now in

full swing in both Newark, New Jersey and Denton, Texas. The experi-

ment has been designed by Rutgers University's Institute for Cognitive

Studies, which is also in charge of testing add evaluation. A book-

sized set of statistical results should be available sometime in the

summer of 1975.

The Future of Elementary School Philosophy

The impact upon school children of from eight to twelve continuous

years of acquaintance with philosophical ideas and philosophic method

is likely to be a college and university population quite different from

anything known in the past. Children would arrive at higher education

with a feeling for intellectual clarity and rigor, with an intellectual

objectivity and intbnsity of motivation to deal with scientific and

cultural puriuits to an extent and degree not previously known in our
.

society.. The colleges in turn would be able to offer courses of a

' , , . -
.greater diiree of sophistication and concentration than in the past.

The impact upon the existing cadre of teachers also appears whole-

,

some. TO the vxtotat that philosophy be:omes'popular, those earablv ot

teaching it can he.drawn from the ranks of those already certified, .o

*1.
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,that no shift of personnel need occur. But the introduction of philoso-
phy into the elementary school will ultimately mean the gradual ac-
quisition by teachers generally of a philosophical depth and dimension
to their outlook, and conveyed to their pupils, which was previously
lacking.

The impact upon present and future college philosophy students,
however, appears to be particularly interesting. The entry of philoso-
phy into the primary school will mean that many students now despairing
of ever acquiring college teaching positions in philosophy will begin
to think of ways of becoming certified to teach on the elementary and

secondary levels. And students entering college may never have occasion

to shift their goals: they will aspire from the first to elementary

school philosophy positions, thereby at once improving the competence

of teachers in that area, and decreasing the pressure upon college

philosophy departments.

That this will actually occur is far from being a certainty. At

the moment, one can only point to straws in the wind: the considerable

degree of public interest the topic has aroused, and the actions quite

a few schools have initiated to begin pilot projects. It is signifi-

cant that some of these are in large urban areas with serious problems
in their inner-city schools. Newark is now the most advanced city in

the nation with respect to the depth of its involvement with elementary

philosOphy. But.Baltimore has already sent observers *o Newark's

teacher workshops, and is. now setting up its own experimental pilot44 '
piojeCt,'Witli:a view to a city-wide application of the new approach.

Oakland is presently seeking Title ill funds to enable it to set up a

prOjvct of considerable scale. And throughout the country, Jo do, ens

of smaller communities, individual teachers aro trying to determine

4 I.
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SW Mr( With"if the program will work for them.

Also interested are private and parochial schools, and for good

reason. Such schools can stay alive only if they provide something

different from the public schools, and better. The idea of philosophy

in the Sunday School is challenging to many religions which have be-

come exhausted strugglirg with problems of the indoctrination of creeds,

and which are willing to acknowledge that helping a child to think iz

at least as sacred a task as is helping a child to feel--an activity

which many religious schools have been involved in over the past decade

or two, often with more enthusiasm than prudence.

Finally, one cannot overlook the opportunity many parents have al-

ready begun to note in the availability of a text which is mutually in-

teresting to both parents and children. For to the extent that some.

parents are dissatisfied with the intellectual challenge of the schools

their children presently attend, such parents are increasingly likely

to explore the benefits of exploring philosophy together with their

children at home. One could think of worse things that might happen

to the American family.

Yet, in all of this, there is a danger that some professional

philosophers have already begun to recognize: that unless adequate

standards and criteria are staked out, the field will soon be flooded

with well-meaning but inept practitioners, and with charlatans arid

quaiks . It is something the Aielican. Philosophical AssociatIon, whose

executive echelons have suddenly been delighted to discover the exist-

ence of elementary school philosbphy,,ii now beginning to'consider..

It is possible that all of this is just a flash in the pan: a

momentary fad or enthusiasm which will just as quickly pass away. lf,

so, it is hard to imagine what new and fresh approaches will be devised

to Improve American edueation;rertainly there are no more major

090?.2
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duced Into the srhools. Philosophy vas the last or its kind, and the

most significant. No other subject can develop, as philosophy can, the

intellectual flexibility, the skill in handling concepts, the appreci-

ation for cognitive precision and clarity, or the rigor in the deri-

vation of inferences so necessary to the full development of a human

being's powers.

Hardly better, it would seem, would be the sort of thing which

has overtaken innovations in the past: they became victims of their

own admirers and devotees, or became bureaucratized beyond recognition.

Just what will happen is hard to tell. The elementary philosophy

movement is still embryonic. But it is too late, fortunately, for an

abortion.
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